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Making the shift from Ego to Eco 
RACING’S LEADERS CAN SHAPE NARRATIVE WITH  INCLUSIVE APPROACH 

WINSTON Churchill once said, ‘You shape your houses and then they shape you.’ That wisdom  
applies to businesses as well and Warren Buffet, that guru of investment, says that “Imperial  
corporate palaces induce imperious behaviour”, writes PAULO DO CARMO. 

Now, more than ever, in what Oxford’s Saiid  
Business School calls the 4th Industrial Revolution, 
companies are under increased pressure to  
innovate and make their products, operations and 
business models, more compelling and competitive 
- some just looking for ways to survive. 
 
Digital technology and its related technological and 
economic changes are key to fundamental social 
change and adjacently provide for the  
urgent and vital adaptation in the way leaders…

lead.  
 
A shift from the “command and control”  
approach, with perceived superior information 
and knowledge and the covert use of financial 
data, information and rewards, to a new  
proposition, where staff, shareholders, stake-
holders, suppliers, and importantly customers, 
require influence and access to resources.  
 
Leaders are now required to develop a sense of 
purpose and meaning, with evidence based ac-
countability in a context of inclusion and partnership. 

A change from Ego type leadership, focusing on 
the self, to an Eco style of leadership, focused on 
the system. More about this later. 
 
What does all of this have to do with Racing, Sport 
or the betting or management of both?  
 
Leaders in and amongst the stakeholders of racing, 
“new” and old, are prime for this change, and  
before they all start dismissing the keyboard  
warriors, or chastising anyone for offering criticism 

without solutions or proposals that are relevant and 
executable, I bring you just that, the why and the 
how? A proposed change in thinking, an offer of a 
stepping stone that may just bring about some 
much needed solutions. 
 
Our racing industry leaders today, are under  
increasing scrutiny from all angles. Technological 
advances have made data available to all and the 
demand for transparency, both in the actual  
business and in its compliance, as well as their 
public status, are directly affected by this.  

(to page 2) 
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FROM EGO TO ECO (fm p1) 
 
Perception and competence indexes are constantly  
being examined and motives questioned. Trust is at an 
all time low, and with these low levels comes lower ef-
fectiveness coefficients and lesser levels of support from 
the larger audience. This is not unique to racing, and 
certainly not just in South Africa, but it’s vital for racing 
and its leaders to take note. In the US, the Pew  
Research Centre has 50% of over 50’s, 60% of those 
between 30-49 and 685 of those 18-29, not trusting or 
having confidence in Business Leaders. This  
demographic is by all intents and purposes,  
representative of the general customer base of racing. 
 
Leaders no longer exude the power of the past. Leaders 
themselves, in a recent Business UK survey, expressed 
that their “roles are constrained”, “undermined”, 
“exposed” and generally “accountable for past, present 
and future”. It’s not easy and as the world changes, lead-
ers are in a constant race to adapt and vary their own 

skills and competencies.  
 
So how do the leaders in racing’s many operating and 
related entities, get better at what they are doing? What 
should they be better at? It is clear from the wide ranging 
criticisms, and the results of a recent poll that faith in the 
leading organisations, including PGL, is at an all time 
low. Things must change, are the changes imminent? 
How? 
 
Mainly leaders should be accepting that they are ac-
countable for performance and results, despite not nec-
essarily being in control. They need to shape the context 
of their undertaking rather than working from the front - 
top down. A recent paper, highlighting a bottom up way 
of thinking was largely ignored by those concerned, but 
in today’s leadership landscape it is vital that those in 
positions of power take heed. 
 
Leaders need to be working with the “enemy” and reach 
out to the opposition, both in and out of the organisation. 

Bygone ideas to oppose and ignore the undesirables, 
are exactly that, bygone - the “enemy” needs to be in-
cluded in the context. Critics and opponents need to be 

engaged in light of the changes in the business 
environment. Conflict is the norm today and 
commitment loyalty and trust are easily replaced 
by transactional relationships based on offer-
ings - trust is earned, not de-facto. 
 
Leadership must expect criticism and  
improve its conflict management skills. 
Spend time with the opposition. Granted this 
is a difficult challenge, often a sword of dou-
ble edge, but when slinging matches with 

critics enters a contest versus accountability 
for things that cannot be entirely controlled - 
the latter is always the ultimate winner. 
 
There are few, if any secrets at the top, and the 
top is a glass house, with an open door - 
“Everyone has access” - The things you want 
them to know and the things you don’t. Lead in 
the open. Bravery and competency is required. 
Objections, criticism and suggestions need to 
be debated. Restricting access to knowledge 
and information as a form of management and 
leadership is no longer effective - quite the op-
posite, accepting vulnerabilities, ignorance and 
mistakes, provides an ability to correct and en-
gage.  
 
Leaders need to be comfortable learning in  
public. Sue Dobson says “Connecting is as im-
portant as directing” and no organisation is an 
island nor a culture. Customers, workers and 

stakeholders are diverse in both culture, back-
ground, knowledge base and opinion. Leaders 
need to accept their own opinion is one 
amongst many and perhaps it isn’t the right one. 
Work with plurality.  
 
Good ideas come from everywhere - our lead-
ers need to reach out and include all stakehold-
ers, even through the media they access. 
“These days its all about subtler forms of influ-
ence, with Social Media, your blog, forums and 
and podcasts”. It’s not about command and 
control. Many leaders use external influencers 
within their business, yet forget that their cus-
tomers and stakeholders are their greatest influ-
ence asset, negative or positive. Develop a 
sense of generosity to different points of view, 
accepting diversity of opinion, recognising  
assumption and prejudices - customers have 
multiple identities, home, community, work, 
punter, owner - make better use of the plurality. 

 
Leaders are only followed when the understand 
the people in the world they operate in. They 
need to be able to describe and explain the  
context of the organisation and its status and 
direction. This inspires following. Note the  
transparency, consultative process and clarity in 
President Ramaphosa’s approach and  
narrative , exploited to Covid-19 crisis  (to p6) 
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AS with any other form of gambling, you can win big bucks if you become an EXPERT. Educate 
yourself on Swedish Harness Racing, and come and take some of the loot on offer from 18:20  
onwards at GAVLE harness track this evening. For betting guide and tips, click on the  
banner right below this.  GULFSTREAM PARK FIELDS HERE.   GULFSTREAM TIPS HERE. 

BUSH Hill Stud’s stakes-winning mare Go Indigo (Indigo Magic), seen with her foal by Querari in the  
background. She is foal again to Deep Impact’s son Danon Platina (JPN), who stands at Mauritzfontein. 
What are the odds there’s a grey foal in her tummy? 

One more in her tummy 

http://www.bettingworld.bet/Sport/Default.aspx
http://news.tabonline.co.za/Fields-Tips/Sweden-Betting-Tips-and-Previews
mailto:news.tabonline.co.za/FieldsPDF/International/GAVLE(SWE)@2020.04.23.pdf
mailto:news.tabonline.co.za/FieldsPDF/International/GULFSTREAM(USA)@2020.04.23.pdf
https://gulfstreampark.com/docs/default-source/daily-picks/thursday-april-23.pdf?sfvrsn=2
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Equestrian coaches have a case for lockdown release 

ANDREA Lachner, from Classical Dressage Training in Cape Town, appealed on Wednesday for 
lockdown relief as a dressage instructor who schools horses and riders and performs lunging,  
piaffe / passage training, seat improving and lunge lessons.   

While the South African Equestrian Federation 
(SAEF) has voiced its concerns and the NHA has 
since addressed issues in a request to President 
Cyril Ramaphosa, Andrea’s writing shows how 
equestrians feel at this time. 
 
She posted on Facebook: “I have a question: How 
do we ensure the equestrian economy is not forgot-
ten about in the easing back of the lockdown? In 
this country anything equestrian is not exactly a  
priority to the government, if even noticed (elitist 
sport and all)… 
 
“So, people will want to know when they can go see 
and ride their horses and there will probably be no 

guidance? Being lumped in with all other sports will 
be silly, as equestrian sport is low or no contact. 
Equestrian coaching too, entails no contact. 
 
“We all know our sport is accustomed to social  
distancing. But will our 'powers that be' speak for us 
and help us get going again? Sooner rather than 
later. 
 
“It's worrying me, that we will be forgotten about!” 
 
See details of the NHA’s Vee Moodley’s letter to 
Government on the link below:  
https://www.turftalk.co.za/nhas-sends-earnest-
request-to-president/ 

http://www.kuda.co.za/
https://www.turftalk.co.za/nhas-sends-earnest-request-to-president/
https://www.turftalk.co.za/nhas-sends-earnest-request-to-president/
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FROM EGO TO ECO (fm p2) 
 
management with his stakeholders and citizens 
(customers). 
 
Leaders need to develop the narrative, shape the 
story now and going forward, rather than work with 
the inherited. In racing we understand what today’s 
leaders have inherited from those rumoured to have 
“captured” but, we need to create collaborative and 
supportive conditions for the new narrative and in so 
doing, enable a sense of purpose. Work and  
business is more than reaching an objective. Staff 
and customers, want to see social and economically 
meaningful outcomes. They want to feel the  
organisation contributes positively to society and 
themselves, above and beyond shareholder value. 
 
As discussed previously, and note the importance, 
as I reiterate, leadership today is not a person. It is 
an interlocked system of factors united into one  
uniforming quality, involving the leader, his follow-
ers, the actual situation and its context. Its a  
significant shift from the Ego or the hero type  
leader, toward the Eco, an organisational system 
imbued in other systems - an ecosystem. 
 
This shift can only be achieved when, Leaders 
shape the conversation - What is the  
organisation doing? What is the organisation  
talking about?  
 
Don’t describe the reality, everyone knows it - 
Shape it! It’s a conversation, a way of talking about 
things with people at all levels, in and out of the  
organisation. Secret narratives from task forces that 
are incognito in identity and performance do little to 
inspire confidence. Horizontal and bottom up  
leadership is now more relevant than top down. 
 
Knowledge exists everywhere. Networks and  
collectives as much as individuals - cultivate this 
collective intelligence. Releasing it will being  
answers. Connect with the educated based, reverse 
the hierarchical pyramid decentralise control and 
view leadership as a part of the system and  
encourage contributions into it. John Stokes tells us 
“Say what you think, yet listen for ways you might be 
wrong”. 
 
- Organisations exist because of context. Nudge the 
context. Develop the contextual knowledge and  
nurture the ecosystem that feeds it - understand it, 
its trends and perceptions. Leaders are no longer 
like farmers who grow crops, because farmers no 
longer grow crops - Farmers create conditions for 
crops to grow, or in this context no longer adminis-
trators/stakeholders who run races, but administra-
tors/stakeholders who create conditions for racing 

to exist. Encourage a curiosity and questioning and 
create and seek a rich feedback environment, and 
then frequently and constructively provide it to oth-
ers. Do not fear the critics and keyboard warriors. 

 
- Ignore the current structure and co-create a new 

structure. Organisational structures are often seen 
by leaders and organisations as a defence against 
uncertainty but in a changing world structures are 
often risk creators and misleading, hinderances to 
growth. Structures need to evolve, enabling agency 
and participation. Maintaining status quo with  
structures, risks a constraint on further develop-
ment and an ability to solve problems. “Cultures self 
propagate” 
 
- Increase participation to others in order to solve 
complex problems. Exclusion of others from prob-

lem analysis and solution provision, derives creativ-
ity and of access to multiple perspectives. Leaders 
need to assure that conflicting and different ideas 
can be debated and argued, not forced out. 

 
In saying this, not all has to change. We seek lead-

ers because we need a sense of security and reas-
surance. We need co-ordinated direction, but we 
also have an inherent desire to belong. Whilst there 
are many leadership styles, some of them very suc-
cessful throughout the ages, the dominant and defi-
ant, leader centric style, is now outdated and as the 

proof of in the pudding suggests - highly ineffective. 
 
The one thing we, and leaders can be certain of, is 
that uncertainty and change is permanent and dis-
ruption to existing practices is ongoing and perpetu-
al. Predicting the future is impossible, note 
Covid19, Negative Oil Futures, negative interest 
rates, climate change, digital disruption amongst 
the plethora of recent black swans to surface in the 
global business environments. In the face of this 
uncertainty, the modern leader absolutely needs to 
lean into uncertainty, because today’s risk is fo-
cusing on the known - that comfortable feeling that 
customers want today what they wanted yesterday.  
 
This validity has expired. Leaders need to get com-
fortable with unpredictability, ambiguity and  
paradox - remember, everyone is facing this, share-
holders, stakeholders, colleagues and customers - 
leaders are not exclusive to uncertainty, but they 
must act decisively whilst holding this uncertainty in 

hand.  
 
Uncertainty is the new landscape - acknowledge it, 
accept, it, live in it, lead in it, but don’t forget to shift 
from Ego to Eco.   - tt. 

http://www.capethoroughbredsales.com/
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Tasmyn Jain is living her passion for horses 
THE one benefit of our lockdown is that we at Turf Talk are getting contributions and articles from 
new readers, and we’re getting acquainted with new people, all with interesting lives. 

Take 30-year-old Durbanite Tasmyn Jain for  
example. She’s another of those passionate,  
previously under-the-radar horse fanatics who are 
coming out in support of horse care and promoting 
the benefits of horses as healers. 
 
Tasmyn, or ’TJ” to her friends, tells Turf Talk:  “I do 
websites, content, articles and marketing to pay the 
bills, but horses are my passion, I am starting to 
phase over to working with horses full time.” 
 
She’s done plenty of work for up-and-coming  
Summerveld trainer Nathan Kotzen and says: “I re-
cently had a horse from Nathan’s yard come stay 
with me for two months as he was misbehaving, 
often getting bouts of colic and rearing. He was just 
an unhappy colt. He returned after a two-month 
month stay with me and they could not believe the 
difference. Even the groom asked if it was the same 
horse. Amazing what lots of love and ground work 
can do for a horse.” 

Tasmyn recently moved on to a property with a  
facility to start training and teaching, and she’s 
launched ‘Heartland’ (heartlandkzn.co.za), de-
scribed as ‘a network of people with a passion for 
horses, introducing people to the world of equine 
wonder, helping them find their footing, guiding 
them, encouraging them, teaching them, learning 
from them and watching them grow!’  
 
“I work with a network of my preferred service pro-
viders. Everyone is looking for something different 
and they need solutions unique to their needs. I help 

TASMYN Jain, happiest around horses. 

them find those solutions. Whether they want to 
learn to ride, start to compete, get in to natural 
horsemanship or understand more about racing or 
become a racehorse owner or anything.... anything 
to do with horses, I help them through the process 
as the industry can be a little daunting and  
confusing. 
 
“I would love to have a full-time career of spelling 
and rest / recuperation of horses. My private stu-
dents all have special needs in some way, whether 
they suffer from depression or a physical condition 
or addiction, I help them find healing through  
horses.”  - tt. 

‘TJ’ with Tallulah Jet, a mare she got as a gift from 
Nathan Kotzen. “She is by far the sweetest mare I 
have ever known, a lovely temperament and my  
seven-year-old daughter just adores her. 

Yes, guys, she is single, but you have to be a 
‘horsey” gentleman with good manners! 

http://www.heartlandkzn.co.za/
https://www.facebook.com/tasmynjain
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Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

SEE 

www.sugarhotel.co.za 

Believe what you see… or don’t 

THIS sketch was drawn by Sophie Pelham for UK trainer 
Roger Charlton, and reminds us how news and images can 
influence minds. There will be individuals, many, that will 
look at this and believe that horse lovers and horses are 
required to wear protective masks when they are in contact 
during Covid-19. Similarly, what is reported by the world’s 
(often unconscious) news channels is believed by masses 
of people who never ask questions. In the USA, the UK 
and even here in South Africa we’ve seen reports of over-
crowed hospitals and doctors collapsing of fatigue on the 
major news channels, often contradicting themselves and 
each other. On the social media platforms there are doz-
ens of reports of empty hospitals, showing bored nurses 
and doctors playing board games. Whatever you believe to 
be true, you won’t be able to deny that Covid-19 has 
dumped the world, and our own country,  into an economic 
inferno of gargantuan intensity, the effects of which will 
only be felt (by all) a few weeks down  the line. Think deep-
ly before you take a stance on a further lockdown. If this 
continues much longer, hunger pangs, job losses, the  
perception of unfair confinement enforced by violent thugs, 
and the continued banning of alcohol and cigarettes will 
drive citizens to the streets in numbers. We’ve seen the 
first sparks of the flame already.  

...and don’t forget to have a chuckle! 

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
http://www.tellytrack.com/
mailto:joknowles.ems@gmail.com
http://www.sugarhotel.co.za
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